IFF 2018 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS!

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3RD, 2018 | GALLAGHER-BLUEDORN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER (GBPAC)

GBPAC LOBBY: REGISTRATION
DAVIS HALL: FLUTE CHOIR READING/MASTER CLASSES/CONCERTS
JEBE HALL: MORNING WARM-UP, FLUTE WONDERS COMPETITION

7:30AM  REGISTRATION OPENS ~ GBPAC LOBBY
8:30 to 9:20AM  MORNING WARM-UP ~ BIG LOVE WARM-UP: TENDER TO TOUCH-Love Exercises for All Flutists,” With Claudia Anderson (Grinnell College). JEBE HALL
9:00AM to 5:00PM  EXHIBITS OPEN ~ Professional flute manufacturers, sheet music and CD sales, and more. GBPAC ROOM 30
9:30 to 10:20AM  FLUTE CHOIR READING SESSION ~ HIGH SCHOOL/ COLLEGIATE/ADVANCED LEVEL ~ Angeleita Floyd (UNI) and Sonja Giles (Iowa State Univ.). Bring flutes and join in! DAVIS HALL (PG. 4)
9:30 to 10:30AM  FLUTE WONDERS COMPETITION, SENIOR DIVISION ~ Coordinated by Tara Meade (Luther College) and Bridget Hill (MM-UNI; DMA-UNL). JEBE HALL (PG. 5)
10:30 to 12:30PM  GUEST ARTIST MASTER CLASS WITH WILLIAM BENNETT AND SERENA HOU, PIANO ~ featuring flutists from Iowa universities. DAVIS HALL (PG. 5)
REP: GRIFFES, POEM; CARMEN FANTAISIE, BORNE/BIZET; DUTILLEUX, SONATINE; GAUBERT, TROISIÈME SONATE
12:30 to 1:30PM  LUNCH ~ Pre-order pick up and food for purchase available in the GBPAC LOBBY. Hosted by Sigma Alpha Iota.
12:45 to 1:15PM  LUNCH CONCERT ~ Azeem Ward, Beatbox flute and Colton Kurtz, Guitar. GBPAC LOBBY (PG. 6)
1:30 to 2:00PM  VISIT EXHIBITS ~ GBPAC #30
1:30 to 2:00PM  FLUTE WONDERS COMPETITION, JUNIOR DIVISION ~ Coordinated by Tara Meade (Luther College) and Bridget Hill (UNI-MM; DMA-UNL). JEBE HALL (PG. 6)
2:00 to 3:30PM  GUEST ARTIST ORCHESTRAL EXCERPT MASTER CLASS WITH LORNA MCGHEE ~ Featuring flutists from Iowa universities. DAVIS HALL (PG. 7)
REP: Bring Baxstresser Orchestral Excerpt Book!
3:45 to 5:30PM  IOWA FLUTISTS IN CONCERT ~ Iowa flutists performing exciting solo works and ensemble repertoire. Featuring the ISU Flute Choir, “Fresh Flutes” from Grinnell College, Drake Flute Choir, Trio Venatus and MaDaLa from the University of Iowa, and the Northern Iowa Flute Choir, and more. DAVIS HALL (PG. 9)
5:30 to 6:15PM  BREAK ~ LIGHT SNACKS PROVIDED FOR ALL IFF ATTENDEES. GBPAC STUDENT LOBBY
6:15 to 7:45PM  IFF 2018 GALA CONCERT ~ World-renowned flutists William Bennett and Lorna McGhee with Sean Botkin, piano. DAVIS HALL (PG. 11)